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INTRODUCTION 
RECENTLY Casson [6] succeeded to lift the classical Rohlin invariant, which is a Z/Z-valued 
invariant, to an integer valued invariant E. for oriented homology 3-spheres and by making 
use of it he obtained remarkable results concerning 3-manifolds and knots. Roughly 
speaking it is defined to be half of the algebraic sum of the number of conjugacy classes of 
irreducible representations of the fundamental group into SU(2). 
Now by virtue of the classical theorem of the existence of the Heegaard splittings, the 
theory of 3-manifolds is closely related with that of the mapping class group of orientable 
surfaces. For example Birman-Craggs [S] and then Johnson [9] have clarified the effect of 
the Rohlin invariant on the algebraic structure of the Torelli group, which is the subgroup 
of the mapping class group consisting of all elements acting trivially on the homology. 
Johnson went on further with his extensive study of the structure of the Torelli group and 
obtained several fundamental results [I 1, 12, 131. Now in this series of papers, keeping in 
mind the above results, we would like to clarify the relationship between the Casson 
invariant for homology 3-spheres and the structure of certain subgroups of the mapping 
class group. In doing so we make a crucial use of the methods of Johnson developed in [op. 
cit.]. However there is also an essentially new ingredient, namely we have found that the 
Casson invariant can be interpreted as a secondary invariant associated with the character- 
istic classes of surface bundles introduced in [ 18, 20, 271. 
Now we review the results of the present paper more precisely. Let C, be a closed 
oriented surface of genus y and let As be its mapping class group, namely it is the group of 
all isotopy classes of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of C,. By technical reasons 
(which will be explained in $1) we also consider the mapping class group A,, 1 of C, relative 
to a fixed embedded disc D2 c X9. AZ~, 1 is the group of all isotopy classes relative to Dz of 
diffeomorphisms of Xq which restrict to the identity on 0’. Let Y, (resp. X,. 1 ) be the 
subgroup of de (resp. .A’,, 1) generated by all the Dehn twists on bounding simple closed 
curves on C, (resp. C, \ 0’). Now fix a Heegaard embedding i: C, + S3 and for each element 
cp E X,, consider the manifold M, which is obtained by first cutting S3 along i (Eg) and then 
reglueing the resulting two pieces by the map cp (see [S]) and 92 for details). It is easy to see 
that M, is an oriented homology 3-sphere and conversely we prove in $2 that every 
homology 3-sphere can be obtained in this way. In view of this and also by a technical 
reason, the group X1y, seems to be a better place to work in than the Torelli group. We have 
a mapping i.*:X, --+ Z defined by i.*(q) = i.(M,). We also use the same symbol for the 
mapping I.*: X,, 1 -+ Z which is defined to be the composition of the natural surjective 
homomorphism .X,. 1 -+ X, followed by the original A*. 
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On the other hand by making use of our previous results [20,21,22]. in $5 we define a 
mapping d: .A/,. I + Z whose restriction to Xy,, I should be considered as the secondary 
invariant associated with the signature of oriented surface bundles over surfaces. Now our 
main result (Theorem 6.1) may be stated that the two integer valued maps i.* and d on 31r,, 
are essentially equal each other. The precise statement however takes somewhat compli- 
cated form because we have to correct the mapping d by adding a “normalizing term” which 
depends on how we choose a Heegaard embedding i: C,+ S3. Also the actual proof of 
the above main result goes in the “opposite direction” in the following sense. Namely 
motivated by a formula which expresses the Casson invariant of a knot as a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree two on the entries of its Seifert matrix (Proposition 3.2) in $4 we try to 
express the mapping I.* in terms of Johnson’s homomorphism which we study in $1. It turns 
out that except for one single factor the latter contains all the informations about i* and we 
collect them to define the normalizing term. Then we prove in $5 that the restriction of the 
mapping d to X,, 1 “realizes” the missing factor which is in some sense the core of the 
Casson invariant. Since there is no canonical way to choose a Heegaard embedding 
i: C, + S3, the above complication is inevitable. But if we restrict the two maps to a yet 
smaller subgroup Y,, 1 of A,, 1, then the normalizing term vanishes and the result takes the 
following simple form: L* = &d (see Proposition 6.4 and Remark 6.6). 
Although the definition of the mapping d will be given purely in the framework of 
cohomology of groups, we believe that it can be given a more geometrical meaning related 
to the geometry of the Teichmiiller space. More precisely it should be explained as a 
secondary invariant associated with the fact that the pull back of a certain non-trivial 
holomorphic line bundle over the moduli space of compact Riemann surfaces to its infinite 
ramified covering space corresponding to the Torelli group is trivial. We would like to 
pursue this point in a near future. Also in the second paper of this series [25], we will prove 
the well-definedness of the Casson invariant entirely in the framework of the mapping class 
groups (see Remark 6.2). The main results of this paper have been announced in [23, 241. 
I. JOHNSON’S HOMOMORPHISM 
In this section first we recall Johnson’s method of investigating the structure of the 
mapping class groups (see [ 10. 1 l] for details) and then we make a detailed study of one 
particular case which extends Johnson’s earlier works. 
As in the introduction, let Ag be the mapping class group of C, and let <I,, 1, be the 
mapping class group of C, relative to a fixed embedded disc D2 c Zg. We have a short exact 
sequence 
where TIC, is the unit tangent bundle of C, and the mapping &!,,, -+ .Lg is the natural 
forgetful homomorphism (see [20] $3). We will be mainly concerned with (subgroups of) 
-N,, 1 rather than ,K, because of the following technical reasons. One is that, since ./II,. , can 
be considered as a certain subgroup of the automorphism group of afree group 7~~ (C,\b2) 
by a classical result of Nielsen, we can apply various techniques of combinatorial group 
theory directly, while ~&‘, is only isomorphic to the proper outer automorphism group of 
rrr(C,). Another reason is that since there is a canonical homomorphism &Z,, r --* ..Xg+ r, 1, 
we can consider various direct systems consisting of subgroups of A,, 1 naturally (see $2). 
Now we write Xz for I& Int D2 and put TI = n,(Cj), which is a free group of rank 29. 
For later use choose a system of free generators xl, . . , ccg, PI, . . , fig of T, as is 
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illustrated in Fig. la. We successively define Tki- 1 = [r,, r,] (k = 1, 2, . .) and set N, 
= l-i jr,. We may call the group N, the k-th nilpotent quotient of l-i. For simplicity we 
write H for N, = H, (I,, Z) and let xi (resp. yi) be the homology class of ri (resp. pi) so that 
x1,. . ., xg, y,, . . . 9 ys is a symplectic basis of it. Now let _Y be the free graded Lie algebra 
(over Z) on H and let _Y’, be the submodule of 9 consisting of all homogeneous elements of 
degree k so that in particular we have Y, z H. It is easy to see that the correspondence 
u A 1’ + [u, V] (u, v E H) defines a natural isomorphism A2 H z _Y’, and also the correspon- 
dence (u A 11) @ w + [[u, v], w] defines a short exact sequence 0 + A3 H + A’H @ H + 
_!Y3 -+ 0 so that we have a natural isomorphism ,I;p3 z A’H @ H/A3H, where an element 
u A v A wEA3Hgoesto(u A c)@w+(c A M’)@u+(wA u)@cEA’H@Handvanishes 
in Y, because of the Jacobi’s identity. Now it is a classical result that there exists a natural 
isomorphism rk/rt+ i z 04vk (see [19]) and we have a central extension 0 + Y, -+ Nk+ i -+ 
N, -+ 1. The mapping class group As, 1 acts on N, and let A(k) be the subgroup of it 
consisting of all the elements which act on N, trivially. Now Johnson’s homomorphism 
T,:dif(k)+Y,@H 
is defined as follows (see [l I]). Let cp be an element of M(k). For each element l’~ri, the 
element cp(y)y -r is contained in rk because of the assumption that q acts on the k-th 
nilpotent quotient N, trivially. Let t,(y) be the image of that element in 2,. Johnson proved 
that r&y') = r,(y) + s,(y') and considered TV as an element of Hom(H, 2,) = Yk@H. 
Here recall that the intersection pairing on H defines a selfdual structure on it. Explicitly we 
have rc = CT,(X,)@ y,--Cr,(yi)@xi. Finally Johnson defined r,:dZ(k)+ Lfk 0 H by 
r&P) = r, and proved that it is actually a homomorphism. The homomorphism 
rr : A,, 1 -+ H @ H is nothing but the classical representation of MS, 1 as the group of 
symplectic automorphisms of H. Namely with respect to our sympiectic basis of H we can 
write tl: As,l -+ Sp(2g; Z), where Sp(2g; Z) is the Siegel modular group of degree g. The 
group d(2) is nothing but the Torelli group 9,,, and Johnson [lo] proved that the 
homomorphism T* : Sg,, -+ A3H is surjective. He has also proved that the group k’(3) 
which is equal to Kers, is the subgroup of 4 g,l generated by all the Dehn twists on 
bounding simple closed curves on Xi (see [13]). Henceforth we write -X,_ 1 for this group 
which will play a central role in this paper. 
(b) 
Fig. 1 
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Now we describe the homomorphism rj: X,, 1 --t A2 H @ HIA3 H. Consider the basis 
xi A xj (i <j), yi A yj (i <j), xi A yj of A2H and write ti (i = I, . . , (‘,“)) for these 
elements in any order. Let T be the submodule of A’H 0 A2 H generated by the elements 
ti 0 ti and ti @ tj + tj @ ti (i # j). For simplicity hereafter we write t,O’ (resp. ti ++ rj) for the 
element ti @ ti (resp. ti 0 tj + tj @ ti). Also let T be the image of T in Y3 0 H = 
A2 H @ Hz/A3 H @ H under the projection A2 H @ A2 H c A2 H 0 H’ -+ A2 H @ 
HZ/A3 H 0 H. Now let p be a bounding simple closed curve on Int C,O and let $ E X,, , be 
the right handed Dehn twist on p. Let F be the subsurface of Xi which p bounds and choose 
a symplectic basis ul, . . . , u,,, cl, . , LI,, of H,(F; Z) (h is the genus of F). Then we have 
PROPOSITION 1.1. TV is equal to rhe image offhe element -(ul A r1 + + u,, A r,,P2 
in 7 under the projection T -+ T. In particular lm r3 is contained in r. 
Proof: First we recall an important property of Johnson’s homomorphism, namely for 
any element (PE _M9, i we have r,(cp$cp-‘) = cp.,.(~~($)) where (p* is the natural auto- 
morphism of 9’4pk 0 H induced from the symplectic automorphism ‘p*: H -+ H. Hence to 
prove our Proposition it is enough to prove the assertion for a particular bounding simple 
closed curve p illustrated in Fig. 1 b. It is easy to see that the action of the corresponding 
Dehn twist $ on I1 is given by $(;I) = [/I,,, r,,] . . [PI, r,];‘[x,, /II] . [r,,, /I,,] for 
7 = xl,. . . , u,,, PI, ’ ‘. ,bh and it acts on the elements mh+i, . . , zy, /I,,+ ,. . , /I, 
trivially. Hence we have 
TV = ~ [ [~j, ~j],~i] E ~~3 (i = 1, . . . , /I) 
j= 1 
(i = 1, . . . ) h) 
T,(Xi)= Ti(n) = 0 (i = h + 1, . . , y). 
Therefore 
T,($)= $ $ J) A Xj@Xi A Ji 
i=l j=l 
= -(X, A !‘I + + Xh A )Ih)@’ 
as required. 
According to [S], the group .X4, 1 is generated by Dehn twists on bounding simple 
closed curves of genus one and two. Hence lm ~~ is equal to the submodule of T generated 
by the Sp(2~1; Z)-orbits of the following two elements: (.Y, A y,)02 and (r, A J’, 
+X2 A J’2)02. Using this fact we can determine Im TV explicitly. However to avoid 
unnecessary complicated expressions. here we only prove the following. 
Proof: Recall that T is the free abelian group generated by the elements ryz and fro ti 
(i #j). It is easy to see that any such element is Sp(2~1; Z)-equivalent to one and only one of 
the following ten elements (or negatives of them). 
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(VII) X, A J1 c--*X2 A X3 (VIII) X1 A X2 -X2 A X3 (Ix) X1 A X2 c-‘J1 A X3 
(Xl x1 A x* -x3 A xq. 
Since Im 73 is an Sp(2g; Z)-invariant submodule of T, to prove the required assertion it is 
enough to show that twice of any of the above elements is contained in Im TV. First of all 
type (I) is clearly contained in Im TV. Next since (xi A y1 + X2 A v2)@2 = (I) + (.~2 A y2)@2 
+ (III) and the second element in this expression is equivalent to (I), we have (111)~ Im TV. 
Now suppose that two elements U, L: E H satisfy the condition u-c = 1. then it is well known 
that there exists a symplectic automorphism A of H such that A (x1) = u and A(y,) = L‘. 
Therefore (U A u)@~ IS contained in Im TV (here we have used the classical result that the 
representation tt : Aifg. 1 + Sp(2g; Z’) is surjective). Now we have 
{Xi A (Vi +X2)> 82 = (I) + (II) + (IV) 
1x1 A (Y, -X2)) @* = (I) + (II) - (IV) 
Therefore both of (II) + (IV) and (II) -(IV) are contained in Im 73 and hence 2 x (II), 
2 x (IV) E Im 73. Next we have 
((X1 + X2) A (yl + X2)]“’ - ((X, + X2) A y, I@2 = (II) + (Iv) - (v). 
Hence (V)E Ims,. Similarly we compute 
{(2x, + J’2) A (xi + J’i + X2))@2 - {(X1 +X2) A y2}@2 - {(X2 + _Vr) A c.2~@2 
= 4 X (I) + 4 X (II) -(X2 A _V2)@2 - 2 x (III) + 2 x (Iv)* + (v)* - 2 x (VI). 
where (IV)* (resp. (V)*) stands for a linear combination of elements which are Sp(2y; Z)- 
equivalent to (IV) (resp. (V)). It follows that 2 x (V1)~Irn TV. If we apply the symplectic 
automorphism y2 + 4’2 + x2 -t s3, y3 + y, + s2 + xJ (other basis elements are fixed) to 
(III), we obtain 
(III)*: X1 A .“‘1 +-‘S2 A (J’2 + X2 + X3) = (III) + (VII). 
Hence (VII)E Im TV. Similarly we have 
(V)*: X, AX2C-*(J’,+X,+X3)AX2=(V)+2X(11)-((VIII) 
(VI)*: X1 A X2+-+yl A (_V2 + X2 + X,)= (VI) + (v) + (Ix) 
(VII)*: X1 A (J, +X1 + X4)c-‘X2 A X3= (VII) + X1 A X4++.Y2 A X3. 
From these equations we can conclude that the elements (VIII), 2 x (IX) and (X) are all 
contained in Im 73. This completes the proof. 
2. HOMOLOGY 3-SPHERES AND THE TORELLI GROUP 
Let X(3) be the set of all orientation preserving diffeomorphism classes of oriented 
homology 3-spheres. Then by virtue of the classical theorem of the existence and stable 
uniqueness of the Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds (see [3] for example), we can identify 
.X’(3) as the limit of a certain direct system, which is constructed by using subgroups of the 
mapping class groups 4,. , , as follows. 
First of all we fix a handlebody which C, bounds as follows. Let V= S’ x D2 be a 
framed solid torus and choose two disjoint embedded discs D _ and D + in a V. Also choose 
a meridian (resp. longitude) curve m (resp. I) on a V which is disjoint from the two discs D, . 
Now define an oriented 3-dimensional handlebody H, of genus g by H, = V, b . . .tq V, 
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Fig. 2. 
(boundary connected sum of g-copies of V), where D + of Vi is attached to V- of k;, 1 
(i= 1,. . .) g - 1). We identify I& with dH, which has an embedded disc D = D, of V, so 
that the homology class xi (resp. yi) is represented by the meridian curve m, (resp. longitude 
curve li) of K and the element fliOof I-r ( = xl (Xi)) is null homotopic in I$ for all i (see Fig. 2). 
The compact surface X9” = E.,\ D is contained in Eg”+ 1 and hence we have a homomorphism 
A4.1 -+~S.LI which is actually an injection because, as was already mentioned in $1, 
As, 1 can be considered as a certain subgroup of the automorphism group of the free group 
?rl (Xi) by the classical theorem of Nielsen. Now let rg be an element of _/X9, l defined as 
zs = lIg= 1 pi, where pi = &pi& (& and pi being respectively the Dehn twist on the longitude 
and meridian curves on d Vi) is the “rotation” of the i-th handle of Z, by 90”. It is easy to see 
that the manifold H, uly ( - H,), which is obtained from the disjoint union of H, and - Hg 
by identifying the boundaries by the map I~, is the 3-sphere S3. Henceforth we identify them. 
In another word, we consider C, as a fixed Heegaard surface of S3. Now for each element cp 
of the Torelli group S,, 1 we denote M, for H, ulgV( - H,), here we understand cp as (the 
isotopy class of) a diffeomorphism of E, which is the identity on the embedded disc D c Xs. 
Namely M, is the 3-manifold obtained by cutting S3 along the Heegaard surface C, and 
then reglueing the resulting two pieces by the map cp. Since cp acts on the homology H of C, 
trivially M, is an oriented homology 3-sphere. Now let X,,r be the subgroup of A’,, 1 
consisting of all elements which can be extended to a diffeomorphism of H, which is the 
identity on D. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Two elements cp, I) E Js. 1 are said to be equivalent, denoted by cp - $. if 
there are elements iI. Tz E. 1 “g. 1 such that 
II, = ly’ i”, kJ(P52. 
It is easy to see that the above relation is in fact an equivalence relation and also if 
cp - 1(1, then M, is orientation preserving diffeomorphic to Me. Moreover if two elements of 
J,, 1 are equivalent, then they remain to be so even if we consider them as elements of 
.g g+ r, 1. Hence if we denote .P,% I / - for the quotient set with respect to the above 
equivalence relation, then we have a direct system {.a,, r/ - }, and we obtain a natural map 
lim .a,, r/ - -+ X(3) defined by the correspondence -Ye,, 1 3 cp -+ M,E 2 (3). 
9-m 
THEOREM 2.2. The correspondence lim Xg, 1 / - + Z(3) is a bijection. 
9-O. 
Proof: This is just the classical theorem on the existence and stable uniqueness of the 
Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds adapted to the subclass of oriented homology 3-spheres. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Any element cp E jg, I is equivalent to an element $ E X9., so that we have 
a hijection 
Remark 2.4. If we define an equivalence relation - on the Torelli group X, similarly as 
above, then it can be shown that the natural forgetful mappings .Yg,. i; - + 4,/ - and 
X!?.ll -+Xx,/- are both bijective. However since there is no canonical map 4, + 9,+ 1 
and also since Johnson’s homomorphisms are defined (at least primarily) on Xg,. 1 and 3y,, 1, 
it seems to be better to use the groups _“,, 1 and X,, 1 to consider the direct systems with 
respect to g. 
To prove Proposition 2.3, we consider Johnson’s homomorphism TV: S,. i -+ A3 H (see 
[lo] and $1). Let WV be the submodule of A3 H generated by the elements xi A .xj A yk, 
xi A yj A y, and yi A yj A yk. Then we have 
LEMMA 2.5. T,($,,, n -4 b.i) = w,,. 
Proof: Let l-f be the normal subgroup of l-i = ni(Xi) generated by the elements 
P I,.“, p, and let cp be any element of Xg,, . Then it is easy to see that the automorphism 
(p* of l-i induced by cp preserves the subgroup l-f. Hence if cp E $g. 1 n .1,. 1, then cp* (pi) pi- ’ 
is a product of elements of the form [ y1 , y2 /I,$ 1 y; ’ ] (.jl, yz E rl ). Hence in the terminology 
of $1 we have r,(yi) = I: f [yi] @ yj. It is easy to deduce from this fact that TV E y,.. Next 
observe that the symplectic automorphism xi ++xj, yi~yj (i # j, other basis elements are 
fixed) can be realized by an element of ,4a, 1. For example the interchanging of the i-th and 
the j-th handles (cf. [28]). Since the equality r,(rprl/cp-‘) = (p.,, TV ($) holds for any q E A,, 1, 
t,b E Jg, 1, to prove the claim we have only to show that the following five elements belong to 
TZ (3 n ./I ^ ): 
(9 x1 A y1 A x2 (ii) x1 A y, A yz (iii) x1 A x2 A y3 
(iv) XI A V, A 1’3 -_ _ (V) YI A Yz A y3. 
The first two elements can be realized by the homeomorphisms indicated in Figs 3a. 3b 
respectively, here the + (or -) sign in the figures means that we take the right (or left) 
handed Dehn twist on the corresponding simple closed curve. It is easy to see that these two 
elements belong to .f n (1’. Hence (i), (ii) E TV (9 n _ V). Next consider the homeomorphism 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3 
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g1 indicated in Fig. 3c. This is one of the homeomorphisms which are called spins or slidings 
in [4,28]. and it is easy to see that o1 belongs to, 1 b, 1. The effect of 0, on the homology H is 
given by y1 + J’~ + y3, x3 --t x3 - x1. Now if we apply this automorphism to the elements(i), 
(ii). we can conclude that (iii) and (iv) are in s,(.f n . 1’). Finally let (TV E, 1 $, , be the 
homeomorphism indicated in Fig. 3d. Then (T~(.x~ A )‘I A J~)=.x~ A y1 A l’z 
+ )‘I A yz A J’~. Hence (V)ET~ (Y n _n?). This completes the proof. 
Proqf qf Proposition 2.3. According to Johnson [ 10, 131, we have an exact sequence 
Now for each element cp E Yg,. 1, write z2( cp) = W, + M’)., where M’, is a linear combination of 
xi A xj A xk’s and MI,.E W,.. Observe here that the effect of the homeomorphism lg on the 
homology is given by .yi + --yi, yi --t xi. Hence in view of Lemma 2.4, we can conclude that 
there are elements 5 1, t2 E S,. 1 n A b. 1 such that T~(I;’ tll,) = - M‘, and TV = - w,. It 
follows that s2(z;’ <, igcptz) = 0. Hence the element 1; ’ (I r,(p(,, which is equivalent to the 
given one cp. belongs to X,. 1. This completes the proof. 
3. CASSON INVARIANT FOR HOMOLOGY 3-SPHERES AND KNOTS 
In this section we briefly recall Casson’s result [6] on his invariants and prove a few 
properties of them. In particular we prove a formula which expresses Casson invariant of a 
knot as a homogeneous polynomial of degree two on the entries of its Seifert matrix (see 
Proposition 3.2). 
Recall first that Casson defined an invariant I.’ of knots in homology 3-spheres as 
follows. Let K be a knot in an oriented homology 3-sphere and let AK(t) = 
a,+a,(t+t-1)+a,(r2+t-2)+ . . . be its normalized Alexander polynomial with 
AK(l) = 1. Then i.‘(K) = iA”(1) = 1 n2a,,. Now Casson’s theorem may be stated as 
n 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Casson). There is an integer valued invariant 2 for oriented homology 3- 





i. mod 2 is equal to the Rohlin invariant. 
Ifxl(M) = 1, then E.(M) = 0. 
A(- M) = - i.(M) and i.(M, =I# M,) = i(M,) + R(M,). 
Let K be a knot in an oriented homology 3-sphere M and let M,(K) be the hornolo~g~~ 3- 
sphere obtained ,from M h_y pe~fbrnzing the l/n surgery on K. Then 
i(M,(K)) = i(M) + G’(K). 
Here observe that property (iv) with n = f 1 in the above theorem together with the fact 
i.(S 3, =0 characterizes i. uniquely because any homology 3-sphere can be obtained from S3 
by successively applying + 1 surgeries on knots. Now we show that the Casson invariant of 
a knot K can be expressed as a polynomial of degree two on the entries of any Seifert matrix 
of K. For that let F be an oriented Seifert surface of K and choose a symplectic basis 
Ulr . . , U2,j (h = genus of F) of H,(F; Z) so that ui.uj = dichj (i <j). Suppose that the 
homology class ui is represented by an oriented simple closed curve ui on F and let ui+ be the 
simple closed curve in the ambient homology 3-sphere which is obtained by pushing ui to 
the positive direction with respect to the orientations of F and the ambient manifold. Let lij 
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be the linking number Of Ui and uj’ SO that L = (lij) is the Seifert matrix of the knot K. With 
these notations we have 
PROPOSITIOK 3.2. Let K be a knot in an oriented homolo~g~~ 3-sphere and let 
L = (lij) be the Selferr matrix of K with respect to a s~mplectic basis of the homolog~~ of a 
Seifert surface of genus h. Then we haoe 
i-‘(K) = i (liili+h.i+h - li,i+hli+h.i)+ 2 x (lijli+h. j+h - li.j+hlj.i+h). 
i=l i<j<h 
Remark 3.3. Since lji = lij + ui. Uj, the number li. i+hli+h,i is always an even integer. 
Hence i.‘(K) E 1 liili+h,i+h (mod 2) which is consistent with the fact that i.‘(K) mod 2 is 
equal to the Arf invariant of K. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let US write aij, bij and Cij for lij, li,j+h and li+h,j+h (i, j _< h) 
respectively and define square matrices A, B and C of degree h by A = (aij), B = (hi,) and 
C = (cij). Then we have 
L= (%R+E z). 
Hence the normalized Alexander polynomial AK(r) is given by 
AK(t) = det _!- ‘L - $L 
fi 
P=(,z ‘zE), Q=crBti 
Let us write R for the matrix (l/&)P - &Q. Also let pi (resp. qi) be the i-th column vector 
of the matrix P (resp. Q ). For a 2h-dimensional column vector u, we denote R,(z:) (resp. JJP)) 
for the matrix obtained from R (resp. J) by replacing its i-th column by the vector 1’. 
Similarly for two vectors r, , u2, let Rij(D,, ~1~) (resp. Jij(t’,, u2)) be the matrix by replacing 
the i-th and the j-th columns of R (resp. J) by the vectors u, and v2. With these notations we 
have 
A;(r) = f det Rj(-tt-3’~pj-tt-1’Zqj) 
j= 1 
and hence 
+ 1 detRij(-ft-3’2pi-~t-1/2qi, -+tt-3'2pj_tt-1!2qj) 
itj 
If we put t = 1, then the matrix R becomes .I so that we have 
A:(l) = fI jd, + zjd,j]y where 
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d, = det Jj($rj + aqj) and 
dij=detJij(-tPi-i4i, -tpj-+q,)). 
Now direct computation shows that 
d, = -(b,,+&) (j I Ii) 
dj = bjj + $ (j > h) 
and hence vve have X dj = 4h. Similarly we have 
dij = di+h.j+h = (bii + f) (bjj + $) - bijbji (i < j I h) 
di, j-h = ajicij - (bii + &)(bjj + )) (i,j I h, i fj) 
di, i+h = aiicii - (bii + i) (bii + i) (1 I i I h). 
Hence we obtain 
f A”( I ) = + 1 dj + c dij = i (aiicii - bii(bii + I),\ + 2 1 (ai,cij - bijbji). 
l<J i=l i<j<h 
Here we have used the fact that the matrix A is symmetric. This completes the proof. 
Now let i: .Y? (3) -+ Z be the mapping defined by the Casson invariant. In view of 
Proposition 2.3. it defines a mapping I.*: Xg., -+Z defined by i.*(q)= j.(M,)EZ 
(q E .X”<,, , ) (see $2). 
LEMXI-\ 3.4. Let CpE.fqJ he the Dehn twist on a bounding simple closed curve K OII 1:. 
\\shich is considered to be u$sed Heegaard surface of S3 so that K is a knot in S”. Then the 
oriented homolo~g~~ 3-sphere M, is equal to the one obtained from S3 by applying - 1 Dehn 
siirger~~ 011 K. 
Proof: Let R! be a tubular neighborhood of K and let m (resp. I) be an oriented meridian 
(resp. longitude) curve on Sh; with [ITI]. [I] = 1. Then to prove the Lemma it suffices to 
show that a simple closed curve on ?R! which represent the homology class [m] - [I] 
bounds a disc in h,!,. But this can be checked easily. 
PROPOSITIOV 3.5. The mapping I.*: X‘,, 1 -+ Z is a homomorphism. 
Proof Since X,. , is the subgroup of Jig, l generated by all the Dehn twists on bounding 
simple closed curves on I;:, it is enough to prove the following. Namely if cp is an arbitrary 
map in .T;, I and if I// E Y’+, is a single twist on a bounding simple closed curve K on Zz. 
then the equality ;.*(&) = i*(q)+ i.*($) holds. By the definition of the map i.*. this is 
equivalent to i(iV,,) = i.(M,) + i(M,). Now write S3 = H, u H_ for the Heegaard 
splitting we have fixed. The knot K is a bounding simple closed curve on Ci c c?H + 
(= ?H- ) and let F be the compact surface in S3 which K bounds on Xi. It is a Seifert 
surface for the knot K in S’. However observe that both of K and F remain to sit inside 
M, = H u,,, H (iH + is attached ?H We write K * F* for them. K * 
is knot in M,,, and F* is a Seifert surface for it. Then a slightly argument as in the 
proof of Lemma implies that the 3-sphere M,,,, is nothing but the one which is 
obtained from M,O by 1 Dehn surgery on K *. By Theorem 3.1 and 
Lemma 3.4, we have i.(M,,) = i(M,) - i.‘(K *) and also i_(M$) = - E.‘(K). Hence we have 
only to prove i’(K *) = i’( K ). Now since the element cp can be expressed as a composition 
of Dehn twists on bounding simple closed curves, say pi, on Ci, the argument of Lickorish 
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in [14] implies that M, is obtained from S3 by performing Dehn surgeries on a link L with 
& 1 framings, where L is defined as follows. Choose mutually disjoint compact embedded 
surfaces Cg in H_ c S3 such that each Z; is parallel to X9” c 2H_ and the “ordering” of 
Xi’s, is determined by that of the Dehn twists on pi’s in the expression of the element cp. Let 
pi be the bounding simple closed curve on Z$ corresponding to pi on X,” and we put L 
= U pi. Then the linking number of any component of L with any homology class of the 
surface F is clearly zero. It is easy to deduce from this fact that the Seifert matrices of the two 
knots K and K* with respect to the Seifert surfaces F and F* coincide each other. Hence we 
have i.‘(K) = l.‘(K*), completing the proof. 
Remark 3.6. (i) The definition of the mapping i.* makes sense also on the Torelli group so 
that we have indeed a mapping i.*: Y,, 1 + Z defined by i.* (cp) = i.(M,) (cp E .fg,. 1 ). For y L 3 
this mapping is no longer a homomorphism. However we can completely describe its 
deviation from the additivity (see [26]). 
(ii) In the above definition of the mapping R* we have fixed a Heegaard splitting of the 
3-sphere: S3 = Hguls (-H,). If we change the pasting map I~, then the resulting map i* 
may also change. However we can describe the variation completely (see Remark 6.3). 
4. THE NORMALIZING TERM 
In this section we investigate how Johnson’s homomorphism r3: X,, 1 + F. which we 
studied in $1, is related to the Casson invariant or to the associated homomorphism i*: 
x,. 1 -+ Z defined in the previous section. It will turn out that although the homomorphism 
r3 contains a good deal of informations about the homomorphism A* (see Remark 6.3), it is 
impossible to recover i.* from r3 because the latter misses the most important factor (the 
constant term of the algebra .cu” defined below) which is in some sense the essence of the 
Casson invariant (cf. the last sentence of [ll], where Johnson already observed the 
corresponding fact for the Rohlin invariant). Now the aim of this section is to construct a 
homomorphism 4: X,, 1 + Q out of 53 in such a way that the difference i.* - q should be as 
simple as possible. In view of Remark 6.3 stated in the last section, we may call the 
homomorphism q the normalizing term of the homormorphism i.* with respect to the fixed 
Heegaard embedding C, c S3. 
Now let $ E X‘,, 1 be a Dehn twist on a bounding simple closed curve p on X,y and let M, 
be the corresponding homology 3-sphere. Also let F be the compact surface which p bounds 
on Cf. Then in view of Theorem 3.1, (iv), Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.4. the Casson 
invariant i.(M,) = i.*($) can be read off from the linking pairing on the homology of F. 
Keeping in mind this fact we define a commutative algebra .d over Z with unit 1 as follows. 
& has a generator /(u, c) for any two elements U, UE H and we require the following relations 
to hold in .d: 
(i) /(r, u) = /(u. c) + 21’ I
(ii) l(?ilul +n,u,,r) = n,I(u,,V)+n,I(u,,o), (ni,&Ez). 
.d is the universal model for the linking pairing on H and is the lift of Johnson’s Z/2 algebra 
a in [9]. Moreover it is easy to see that & is nothing but the polynomial algebra over Z 
generated by the elements /(xi, xi), I(yi, y,), /(xi, xj) (i cj), I(y,, yj) (i cj) and 1(x,, yj). The 
group Sp(2y; Z) acts naturally on &‘. Motivated by the formula in Proposition 3.2, we define 
a homomorphism 0: T + .a? as follows, where recall that Tis the submodule of A2H @ A2H 
generated by r,?’ and ti et tj (see $1). 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. The following two types of correspondences 
(i) (u A u)@’ + /(u, U)l(U, 0) - I(& C)I(C, U) 
(ii) a A b t--t c A d + l(a, c)l(b, d) + I(c, a)l(d, b)- l(a, d)l(b, c) - I(d, a)l(c, b) 
define a well dejined Sp(2g; Z)-equiuarianr homomorphism 8: T + d. 
Proof: The well-definedness follows from the next two facts. One is that the above 
correspondences are linear with respect to any variables u, U, a, b, c, d and the other is the 
fact that type (i) correspondence is symmetric with respect to u, u, while type (ii) one is skew 
symmetric with respect to a, b and c, d respectively. That the resulting homomorphism 8 is 
Sp(2g: Z)-equivariant follows directly from the definition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let p be a bounding simple closed curve of genus h on IEj and let 
ul,...,uh,ul,..., oh be a symplectic basis of the homology of the compact surface which p 
bounds. Then 
O((U, A u1 + . . + Uh A uh)‘2) = $I {l(Ui,Ui)l(ui, ui)-l(Ui, ui)l(ui, Ui)} 
+ 2 i <Fs h { IC”iv uj)l(ui, uj) - lt"i9 uj)l(ujv ui)} 
Remark 4.3. In view of Proposition 1.2, we can conclude that the homomorphism 
8: T 4 d is characterized by the above property. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. We use the induction on h. If h = 1, then the assertion is clear. 
Next we assume that the assertion holds for h and prove it for h + 1. For simplicity we write 
L(h) for the right hand side of the equality in our Proposition. Then we have 
=L(h)+ i (l(UjrUh+l)l(Ujruh+l)+l(Uh+lr ui)l(“ + 1~ ci) 
i=l 
= L(h + 1). 
This completes the proof. 
Next let eO: .d + L be the ring homomorphism defined by e,,(I(u, u)) = lk(u, uf). Here we 
consider Z, = ?N, as a Heegaard surface in S3 = H, u,~( - If,) (see $2). Let 8,: T -+ Z be the 
homomorphism defined as 0, = ~~0. 
LEMMA 4.4. The value qf the homomorphism go on each element in the basis qf T is given by 
8,(xi A xj- yi A yj) = t and 0, (other element) = 0. 
Proof The linking numbers are given by Ik(xi, y+) = - 1, Ik(xi, xf) = lk(yi, yj’) = 0 
and lk(x,, yj) = 0 (i #j). Then the result follows from a direct computation using the 
definition of the homomorphism 0 together with the above facts. 
Now we summarize the above results as 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Let $ E X,, 
. . , u,,, c,, . , ch be a symplectic basis of the homology of the compact surface 
lchich p bounds. Dejine t = (u, A c1 + . + uh A c,,) O2 E T. Then we have i.*(G) = -g,(t). 
Proqf: By Theorem 3.1, (iv) and Lemma 3.4, we have 
4$) = - 5 {lk(Ui, U+)lk(~i, vi+)-lk(U;, V+)lk(v,, UT)) 
i=l 
-2 1 {lk(Ui. uf)lk(c,, vf)-lk(ui, vf)lk(c,, ui’)). 
i<jjh 
Then Proposition 4.2 and the definition of the homomorphism 8,: T-+ Z imply 
i.*($) = -13,(t). This completes the proof. 
Now recall that r is the image of T in _5CJ @ H under the projection 
A2H 0 A2H -+ 2, @ H and we have Johnson’s homomorphism TV: X,. 1 --+ 7‘(see $1). In 
the situation of Proposition 4.5, let f~ r be the image of the element t. Then Proposition 1. I 
implies that TV = - f. Hence we are naturally led to consider the value of the homomor- 
phism B on Ker (T + T). First we prepare 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Ker (A2H @ A2H -+ dip, @ H) is generated by the Sp(2g; Z)-orbits ofthe 
following three elements. 
s,=x1~y1~x2~y2-x1~x~~y,~Y2+X1~Y2~Y1~Xx2 
s2=x,Ay,+-+X2AX3-XlAX2++ylAX3+X1AX3~Y1AX2 
s3 =x1 AX2C*X3AXq-X1 AX,++X,AX,+X, AX4+‘X2AX3. 
Proof An easy argument in linear algebra shows that Ker (A’H @ A2H + Y3 @ H) 
= A2H @ A2H n A3H 0 H is generated by the elements of the following form 
a A b++c A d-a A c-b A d+a A dctb A c (a,b,c,dEH). 
The required assertion follows from this. 
LEMMA 4.7. The values ME d (i = 1,2,3) are given by 
e(h) = - 1, Qs,) = @s3) = 0. 
Proof Direct computation. 
Now observe that the homomorphism 0 O: T--t Z is nor Sp(2g; Z)-equivariant. We seek 
for an Sp(2g; Z)-equivariant homomorphism T --) Z such that its values on the elements si 
are proportional to those of 0,. We find 
PROPOSITION 4.8. The following two types of correspondences 
(i) d((u A up) = 0 
(ii) d(a A b++c A d) = (a.h)(c.d)-(a.c)(b.d)+(a.d)(b.c) 
dejine a well defined Sp(2g; Z) - equivariant homomorphism d: T -+ Z such that d(s, ) = 3 and 
d(s,) = d(s,) = 0. Moreover we have d((u, A v1 + . . . + uh A v,,)@‘) = $h(h - 1) for any 
symplectic subbasis u,, . . . , u,,, vl, . . . , vh of H. 
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Proof: The well-definedness of the homomorphism dfollows from a similar argument as 
in the proof of Proposition 4.1. The values of don si are obtained by a direct computation. 
The last assertion follows from an easy induction argument. 
Remark 4.9. It can be shown that the above homomorphism 2: T -+ Z can be character- 
ized by the following two conditions: one is that it is Sp(2g; Z)-equivariant and the other is 
their values on the elements si. 
Next let us define a homomorphism qO: T -+ Q by setting qO = 8, + id: 
PR~PCXITWN 4.10. The homomorphism qO is tricial on Ker(T + T) so that it d~fi~w.s (I 
homomorphism jO : F + Q . 
Proof In view of the values of the homomorphisms 8: T-+ ,d and d: T-+ Z! on the 
elements sl, s2 and s3 given in Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.8, the result follows from the 
fact that the homomorphisms 0 and dare both Sp(2g; Z)-equivariant (see Propositions 4.1 
and 4.8). Here the point is that the values 6(si) are constants as elements of the polynomial 
algebra d. (As was already mentioned before, the homomorphism BO: T + Z is not 
Sp(2g; Z)-equivariant.) This completes the proof. 
Now we define a homomorphism q: N^,. 1 + Q to be the composition qos3: 
.f,.l -T-+Q. 
5. A MAPPING d: A,. , + Z. 
In the previous section we have modified the homomorphism 0,: T + Z’, which is closely 
related to the homomorphism i.*: x,. 1 4 Z, so as to obtain a uniquely defined homo- 
morphism d: T + Z which is Sp(2g; Z)-equivariant and whose values on si are proportional 
to those of 8, (see Proposition 4.8 and Remark 4.9). In this section we prove the existence of 
a homomorphism d: Cfy,. 1 --f Z which “realizes” the above homomorphism dgeometrically. 
In fact we define a mapping d: ~7~. 1 + Z whose domain is the whole mapping class group 
and not just its subgroup .Y,, 1. It should be considered as a secondary invariant associated 
with the first characteristic class of surface bundles e, E Hz (./Z9. 1; Z) introduced in [20]. 
Here recall that for each oriented x,-bundle 71: E -+X it is defined as cl(n) = 7c,(e2)~ 
H’(X; Z), where eE H’(E; 77) is the Euler class of the tangent bundle along the fibres of T[ 
and n,: H4(E; Z) -+ H’(X: Z) is the Gysin homomorphism. Now we recall several results 
from our previous papers [2 1,221. First of all we have proved that H1 (.kg, 1 ; H) z Z. Let us 
fix a crossed homomorphism k: A’,+ 1 -+ H which represents a generator of the above 
cohomology group as follows (see [21] for details). Recall that we have fixed a system of free 
generators rl, . . . zB, PI. . , /3, of rl = nl(Ct) (see Fig. la). Define a mapping 
E: rl -+ Z by ~(1’) = YZ;:: pi,]. [yi+, . . y,], where y = y1 . . . yp is the expression of 
element 1’ E r1 in terms of the generators c$’ and fli”. For each element cp~M,. 1, the 
correspondence rl 3 ;’ + &(cp(y)) - E(Y)EH defines a homomorphism E(V): H -+ Z. Then we 
define k(cp)EH by the equation &((P)(U) = k(cp) . u for all u E H. It can be shown that the 
equality k(&) = Ic/; ‘(k(q)) + k(ll/) holds for any cp, II/EM,+ 1 so that the mapping 
k: Mg, 1 + H is a crossed homomorphism. 
t 
Alternatively we can use the crossed homomorphism k’: A!,, 1 --* H defined as follows 
(this crossed homomorphism is more suitable for computations by means of computers 
than the former one). We write yi (i = 1, . . . , 29) for the free generators of r1 we have fixed. 
For each map y, E &‘,,, I consider the element cpij = a/ayi(cp,(yj))~Z[r,], where a/d?, is the 
Fox free differential with respect to the element yi and Z[r,] is the group ring of rl. Let 
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I&~E Z[H] be the projection of cpij under the abelianization r1 + H. Then we define a 
matrix 11 cp II l GL(2g; Z[H]) to be the one whose (i,j)-component is Cpij. It can be shown 
that II& I/ = II cp II”III) (I, where PI/ II/ /I is the matrix obtained from jl t,b !i by applying the 
automorphism (p*: Z [If] + Z [H] on each component of I/ II/ 11. (See Birman’s book [2] for 
more detailed discussion of these constructions.) Now we define the crossed homomor- 
phism k’: ~2’~. 1 +Hbyk’(cp)=detI/q-‘/IEH. 
The crossed homomorphism k (or k’) vanishes on Ker (.,z?‘~. 1 + j d9, * ). where . /I,. * = 
x,(Diff+ (C,, *)) is the mapping class group of Es with respect to the base point *E D. Hence 
it induces a crossed homomorphism k: Al,_ -+ H. If we restrict k to the Torelli group 
9 g.* = A&*’ then we obtain a homomorphism k: 4,.* + H (which is independent of the 
choice of k) and in [21, 221 we proved that the equality k(y) = (2 - 29) [;,I holds for all 
YErrr(&) = x,,.. Also it was proved in [22] that the homomorphism k:.f,, 1 -+ H 
coincides with Johnson’s homomorphism t : 9,. 1 + H given in [IO], $5 up to signs. It 
follows that the crossed homomorphism k is trivial on the subgroup x,. 1. Alternatively this 
fact can be duduced directly from the definition of k along the lines of the proof of 
Proposition 1.1. Also it is easy to see that k is “stable with respect to g” in the sense that the 
following diagram is commutative: 
%X,. 1 -5 H, G.,; z) 
1 1 
d!H c7fl.l - H,G,+1; z). 
Next in [22] we proved that the cohomology class e, E H’(./I,. 1 ; Z) is represented by 
the 2-cocycle c of &!s, I given by 
c(cp, $) = k(p).kW-‘) (% ICI E “,@g. 1). 
Finally we have shown that i*(e,) = 0 in H2(9,, I; 2) where i: _Yg, 1 + J/9. 1 is the inclusion. 
Therefore there exists a mapping d: 4,. 1 + Z such that 6d = i*(c). At this stage it is v.rell 
defined only up to elements of H1 (Y,, 1 ; Z), however there exists a canonical choice for it as 
will be seen below. Let rr: E + X be an oriented Z,-bundle over a closed oriented surface X 
so that E is an oriented closed 4-manifold. Then it is easy to deduce from the definition of CJ, 
that 
([X],e,) = 3signE. 
Namely the cohomology class e, E H’(J~‘,,,; Z) “represents” thrice of the signature of 
oriented surface bundles over surfaces. On the other hand sign E depends only on the action 
of xi(X) on the homology of the fibre. In fact Meyer [16] defined a 2-cocyle r of the 
symplectic group Sp(2y; Z) which represents -sign E as follows. For each element cp, 
II/ E Sp(2y; H) define 
r;,., ={(u,v)EH@H;(~~-‘-l)u+(+l)r=O). 
Then the pairing VV,* x V,,, -, Z defined by ((u,, v,), (u,, v~))+ (~1~ + r,).(l - cc/jr? 
((Ui, L’i)E Vv,G? i = 1,2) turns out to be symmetric and bilinear and he defines r(~, II/) to bc its 
signature. The cocycle T is stable with respect to y in an obvious sense. If we consider r as ;I 
2-cocycle of .,fl/,. , via the representation TV : .A’l,, 1 + Sp(2y; Z), then we can conclude that 
there exists a mapping 
such that 6d = c + 35. Moreover since the group _I,, 1 is perfect for g 2 3 (see [7]). such a 




If we represent any element cp E ,A;t,, 1 as a product of commutators. then we can evaluate the 
number d(cp) explicitly. For example we have shown that for any of the Lickorish generators 
of JZg, r (see [13]), the value of d is equal to 3 (see C2.53). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For two elements cp, t,k E A,. i , we have 
(9 d(cp$) = d(cp) + d(G) + k(cp). ICl,k(+) - 37((~, $) 
(ii) d(cp-‘) = -d(cp) 
(iii) d(cpll/cp-‘) = d(G) + k(cp).(+,k($) + k(cplC/)) 
(iv) Vcp, IC/EJg,,, then d(Cq, $1) = 24cp).W). 
Proof: Since a(~, $) = ($I- (vti) + (cpX we have 4&l = d(q) + d($) - b- + 37)((p, $). 
(i) follows from this. (ii) is an easy consequence of(i) together with the facts that d(id) = 0 
and 7(cp, cp-‘) = 0 for any VE&,,,. To prove (iii), using (i) and (ii) we compute 
d(cp$cp-‘)=d(cplC/)+d(cp-‘)+&lCI).cp;’k(cp-’)-37(cplCI,~--) 
= d(lC/)+k(cp).II/,k(~)-37((p,I(I)+k(~~).cp,’k(cp-‘)-37((pll/.cp-’) 
= d($) + k(q).($*k(lCI) + k(cp$)). 
Here we have used the fact that 7(cp, t+b) + z(cptj, cp-‘) = 0 (see [16], p. 245). Finally we 
prove (iv). If cp, $ E#~. 1, then (iii) implies d(cp$cp-‘) = d($) + 2k((p). k(t+!r). Hence 
d([q, $1) = d(cp$cp-‘)+d($-‘)+ k(qIC/q-‘).k($-‘) = 2k(cp).k(lC/). This completes the 
proof. 
Remark 5.2. By virtue of the above Proposition, if we represent any element cp E J’(~. 1 in 
terms of the Lickorish generators, then we can compute d(q) explicitly. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let J?,. 1 be the subgroup of the mapping class group A!~, , generated by all 
the Dehn twists on bounding simple closed curves. Then the mapping d: X,. I --t Z is a 
homomorphism. Moreover lf I+!J E X,, , is a Dehn twist on a bounding simple closed curve of 
genus h, then 
d(ll/) = 4h(h - 1). 
Proof The mapping d: X,. 1 -+ Z is a homomorphism because the 2-cocycles c and 7 are 
zero on X,, , Next according to Proposition 5.1, (iii), we have d(cp$cp-‘) = d($) for any 
Ic/ E X9, 1 and cp E J?‘+ 1. Also the mapping d is stable with respect to g. Hence to prove the 
required assertion it is enough to prove the following. Namely if $ is the Dehn twist on a 
simple closed curve on Ei which is parallel to the boundary, then d(ll/) = 4g(g - 1). Now we 
assume first that g r 2 and let ai, fli be the elements of n,(C,) which are the images of C(~, pi 
under the projection rri(Xi) + X,(X,,). We can consider Cri, pi as elements of .Yg,* because 
7cc,(Cg) is naturally a subgroup of .P,*,. Now choose elements &, ni of Ys, 1 such that they 
project to ii, pi under the projection Y9, 1 + 3g,*. Then a direct computation shows that 
C61, /?-,I . [a,, &] = lp-’ 
(Up to signs this also follows from [17].) If we apply Proposition 5.1 to the above equation, 
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we find 
(2y - 2)d($) = f 2k(&). k(&) 
i=l 
= ii1 2(2 - 2g)‘s, yi 
= 2g(2 - 2g)Z. 
Hence d($) = 4g(g - 1) as required. Next ifg = 1 then cc/ can be expressed as (i.,/c, i, )’ where 
as in $2 i., (resp. pl) is the right handed Dehn twist on the longitude curve I, (resp. meridian 
curve m,) on C,O (see Fig. 2). Then a direct computation using Proposition 5.1 together with 
the fact that d(i.,)=d(p,)= 3 (see [25]) implies d(rC/)=O. Alternatively this fact can be 
proved by applying our mapping d on a certain relation in X3, l, proved by Johnson ([S], 
@IV, V), between Dehn twists on bounding simple closed curves of genus 1,2 and 3 which is 
derived from the well known relation, due originally to Dehn, of the mapping class group of 
the 2-sphere with four open discs removed. This completes the proof. 
In view of Proposition 1.1, Proposition 4.8 and the above theorem, we can say that the 
homomorphism d: X,, 1 -+ Z is the geometric realization of the homomorphism d: T + Z 
defined in $4 (up to a non zero scalar). 
6. MAIN THEOREM 
Using the two homomorphisms d: X,, 1 + Z defined in $5 and q: X9. 1 -+ Q defined in 
$4, let us define a homomorphism 6: X,. 1 +Q by setting S = Ad + q. The following is our 
main theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. (i) Im 6 is contained in Z so that we have a homomorphism 6: N,, , -+ Z. 
(ii) 1f‘t~o elements cp, $EX,,, are equivalent each other in the sense sf Definition 2.1, 
then we have 6((p) = S(G) so that we have a mapping 6: Z(3) + Z. Namely? 6 gizxs rise 
to an integer valued invariant for oriented homology 3-spheres. 
(iii) The mapping 6: Sy (3) + Z coincides with the Casson invariant /.. 
Remark 6.2. Once we assume the existence of the Casson invariant i., then the statement 
(ii) in the above theorem is an immediate consequence of (iii). The meaning of the above 
theorem is that we can prove the well-definedness of the invariant S for oriented homology 
3-spheres bvithout assuming the existence of i.. 
Proofof Proposition 6.1. Here we only prove (i) and (iii). The proof of (ii) will be given in 
the second paper of this series [25] mainly because of its length. Since both of the mappings 
6 and i* are homomorphisms from the group .Kcs,, to Z (or Q) (see Proposition 3.5). to 
prove (i) and (iii), we have only to prove the following. Namely for each Dehn twist Ic/ EM,,, , 
on a bounding simple closed curve p on Zy, we have S($) = E.*(ll/). Now choose a symplectic 
basis u,, . u,,, r,, , L‘,, of the homology of the compact surface which p bounds. LCI 
t = (u, A 1’1 + . + Uh A rhp2 E T and let IG T be its image. Then we have r,(ti) = - r 
by Proposition I. 1 and i-*($1 = - O,(t) by Proposition 4.5. On the other hand according to 
Proposition 4. IO we have 
U,(t) = (0, + f&(t) -$7(t) 
= q,(f) - id(t). 
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But Proposition 4.8 and Theorem 5.3 imply d(t) = fh(h - 1) = id($). Hence we have 
O,(t) = - 4(IL) -?Zd(lL). 
Therefore I.* = &d + q = 6 as required. This completes the proof. 
Remark 6.3. For each element cp E _,z??~. 1, let I.,*: X,, 1 + Z be the homomorphism 
defined by A,*($) = i.*(cp- ‘\l/cp)($ E X,, 1). Then by Theorem 6.1 together with the results of 
@4,5, we can write 
i* = &d+qp ‘V 
where qa: x‘,, 1 -+ Q is the homomorphism defined similarly as the homomorphism 4: 
X9, 1 --r Q. More precisely in the definition of 4 we just replace the ring homomorphism 8”: 
d + Z by another one E,: d + Z which is defined by E~(~(u, ))= Ik(cp,(u). q.+(c)+) 
(u, t’~ If). The homomorphism qrp should be considered as the normalizing term, in our 
expression of the Casson invariant, with respect to the Heegaard embedding I:s 2 Zg c S3. 
From the above formula we can conclude that the homomorphism ~~~ X,, 1 --f r contains 
all the informations about the difference i,* - j.z for all q E &,, 1. 
Let us write Y,,, for the subgroup A(4) = Ker 73 of X,, 1 (see $1). Then we have 
PROPOSITION 6.4. I.* = &d on Pg. 1 and it is a nontrivial (in fact surjectire) homotnorphism 
9,. 1 -+ z 
Proof: We have only to prove the nontriviality. For that we consider the element s, E T 
which goes to zero in 7 (see Proposition 4.6). A similar argument as in the proof of 
Proposition 1.2, we can show that there are elements uir ui with ui’ ri = 1 (i = 1. , I’ for 
some r) such that 
Hence there exists an element $ E Y2. 1 such that d(lC/) = 24. i.e. i.*(Ic/) = 1. This completes the 
proof. 
Remark 6.5. The above element I+G E .9’,. 1 has the following interesting property. Namely 
for any embedding i: IEZ + S3 the homology 3-sphere obtained by cutting S3 along ;(I,) and 
reglueing the resulting two pieces by the map rc/ has Casson invariant 1 independent of the 
embedding i. 
Remark 6.6. According to the computations the author has made so far. it seems to be 
very likely that X(3) = lim Y4pB. 1 / -. If this were true, in view of the above Proposition we 
!7’= 
can say that &d is exactly equal to the Casson invariant. 
As another application of the main theorem, we can answer a question of Johnson ([ 111, 
p. 172, Problem B) negatively. 
COROLLARY 6.7. The three:fold commutator subgroup [[ .ag. 1, Yq. 1 1, X9,, ] cf the Torelli 
group. which is a normal subgroup of 6pg., , has an in@ite index in dip,. , . 
Proqf We have shown that the homomorphism d: Y,, 1 --+ Z is non-trivial. But it is easy 
to deduce from Proposition 5.1 that d is trivial on the three-fold commutator subgroup of 
the Torelli group. The result follows. 
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